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The State of Reading:
A Profile of Michigan's
Reading Prof essoriate
by Cathleen D. Rafferty, Ph.D.
and Leonie M. Rose, Ph.D.

This article is second in a series
which investigates influences and
impact of changing theories, definitions, and practices in reading. They
first queried Michigan administrators'
reading know ledge and preferred
reading practices (Shelton, Rafferty, and
Rose, 1990); the next will profile
Michigan teachers. Herein we will:
1) Provide information on a
recent survey of college
professors and instructors of
reading courses that are
required for elementary and
secondary teaching
certification.
2) Draw conclusions and
speculate upon possible
implications of survey results.
3) Provide suggestions for future
research.

(Rafferty, 1989). A 1986 synthesis of
teacher educator characteristics
provided descriptive traits such as: 1)
New professors of education spend an
average of 40-70 hours per week on
teaching; 2) Heavy teaching and
student advisement loads are the norm;
3) Most professors hold a doctorate; 4)
Establishment of professional collegiality is difficult, especially for new
professors; 5) Despite pressures to
publish, many teacher educators prefer
teaching to research; 6) The average
amount of public school experience is
10 years; 7) Many teacher educators
welcome inservice training; and 8)
Although a majority of faculty members
discuss research in their classes, a
smaller percentage actually models
recent instruction findings (Troyer,
1986). Although these traits describe
teacher educators in general, it is likely
that the reading professoriate shares
similar attributes. This article proposes
to expand the database.

What Do We Know About
The Professoriate?
Despite an expanding knowledge
base on effective schools, effective
teaching, and teacher education,
comparatively little research has
explored the designers and deliverers
of preservice instruction. In fact, one
researcher recently questioned whether
teacher education programs are
keeping pace with changes in reading

Explanation Of The Study
In late August and early
September of 1989, telephone contact
was made with the 32 Michigan
colleges and universities which offer
required reading classes for elementary
and secondary certification. Contact
produced names of the 100 professors
and instructors who were slated to
teach those courses in the Fall of 1989.
At the elementary level, six hours

(The authors wish to acknowledge their
appreciation to the Michigan Reading
Association for funding this project.)

in reading is required for certification.
Typical course descriptors include: an
introductory course such as Teaching
Reading I or Readiness in Beginning
Reading/Upper Elementary; developmental reading courses such as
Teaching of Reading II, Integrated
Reading/Writing/Speaking, or Reading
in Elementary School Curriculum;
and/ or reading difficulties courses such
as Diagnostic/Remedial Reading or
Corrective Reading. Only four
institutions listed a practicum or field
placement in reading/language arts as
one of their required elementary
reading courses. Of the three hours
required at the secondary level, the
majority were content reading related
courses such as Reading In Content
Areas or Content Area Reading. No
university listed a field-based
experience as one of their requirements.
On September 22, 1989 those 100
teacher educators were mailed
anonymous questionnaires designed to
elicit both demographic and pedagogical information. Three weeks after
the mailout, 56 surveys or a 56%
response rate was achieved. To increase
the power of results, we followed with
a second mailout on October 19, 1989,
which ultimately produced an 83%
response rate. The following data
represent those respondents.

A Demographic Profile
(Questions 1 - 14)
1.

1. male
2. female

Rank
32.5% 1. Full
15.7% 2. Associate
27.7% 3. Assistant
19.3% 4. Temporary /Part Time
4.8%
No Responsf

Year received Ed.D. or Ph.D.
(30% of respondents did not

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Gender
29.9%
71.1%

2.

3.

11.

designate a year. The range of
responses was 1954-1989 .)
ELE or SED Reading is my primary area of specialization.
81.9% 1. yes
15.7% 2. no
2.4%
No Response
I teach
55.4% primarily ELE reading
courses.
16.9% primarily SED reading
courses.
22.9% both ELE and SED
reading courses.
4.8%
No Response
I have attended an MRA/MDE
State of Reading Conference.
75.9% 1. yes
22.9% 2. no
1.2 %
No Response
I am a member of IRA.
80.7% 1. yes
16.9% 2. no
2.4% No Response
I am a member of MRA.
62.7% 1. yes
25.3% 2. no
12.0%
No Response
I am a member of a local
IRA/MRA council.
38.6% 1. yes
55.4% 2. no
6.0%
No Response
I solicit MRA/IRA student
memberships.
63.9% 1. yes
32.5% 2. no
3.6%
No Response
I conduct inservice/ staff development on Michigan's definition of reading, new MEAP,
etc.
48.2% 1. yes
45.8% 2. no
6.0%
No Response

12.

13.

14.

_ _ Number of years I have
taught at present college/
university.
(Range of years was O - 35. Nearly
50% of respondents were in O - 5
year range.)
_ _ Number of years I have
taught Reading courses.
(Range of years was O - 35. Again,
nearly 50% of respondents were in
0 - 5 year range.)
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
(15-20) PERTAIN TO STATE
MANDATED COURSES THAT
SATISFY CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS. DO YOUR
COMMENTS REFLECT:
42.5% 1. ELE reading courses?
14.5% 2. SED reading courses?
36.1 % 3. Both ELE and SED
reading courses?
7.2 %
No Response

The majority of respondents are
female, nearly one-third are fullprofessors, and, for most, Reading is
their area of specialization. Not
surprisingly the majority teach
elementary reading courses. Michigan's
reading professoriate evinces high
levels of professional reading affiliation
(more at the national than state or local
levels), and nearly 76% have participated in a State of Reading
Conference. It was interesting to note
that both questions 12 and 13 yielded
evidence that points to an influx of
junior professors (nearly 50% of
respondents) who have taught reading
courses in higher education five years
or less, while another 10 have taught
reading courses between six and 10
years.
Because two mail-outs were
conducted, the authors were curious to
know the degree of consistency across
both segments of the sample. On

demographic questions 1 - 5 there was
virtually no difference between the two
groups. However, on questions 6 - 11
differences emerged. More early
respondents had attended an
MRA/MDE
State
of Reading
Conference, are members of both IRA
and MRA, solicit student memberships
into these organizations, and conduct
inservice / staff development on the
Michigan Definition of Reading and
New MEAP than did those who
responded to the second mailout.
While one can only speculate
upon reasons for tardy response or nonresponse, factors could include: 1)
inconvenient timing of mailouts, 2)
questions concerning the value of the
research, 3) less support for this
research by those who were not MRA
members, 4) less knowledge about
certain survey components, or 5)
dissatisfaction with the survey format.
Wherever different response patterns
were evident, they are reported herein.
Definitions, Models, and
Recommended Techniques
(Questions 15 -17)
15. Check the ONE statement which
comes closest to your view of reading.
0% 1. Reading is decoding
written words so that they
can be pronounced orally.
3.6% 2. Reading is understanding
the language of the author
of a printed passage.
2.4% 3. Reading is the ability to
anticipate meaning in
lines of print so that the
reader is not concerned
with the mechanical
details but with generating ideas from groups of
words that convey
meaning.
83.1 % 4. Reading involves a

1.2%

2.4%

3.6%

3.6%

complicated set of
interactions among a
reader, a text, and the
situation in order to
derive meaning .
5. Reading means getting
the meaning from certain
combinations of letters.
Teach the child what each
letter stands for and the
child can read.
6. Reading is thinking-reconstructing the ideas of
others.
7. Reading typically is the
bringing of meaning to
rather than gaining
meaning from the printed
page.
8. Other (Your definition of
reading.)

Because the majority (nearly 82%)
listed reading as their primary area of
specialization and also because nearly
76% had attended a State of Reading
Conference it was not surprising that
the vast majority checked the paraphrased version of Michigan's
definition of reading. Those few
respondents who provided their own
version included many components
from the original Michigan version.
Between the two mail-out groups
there was a difference in responses on
Question 15, Definition of Reading.
While none of the early respondents
selected "Other" and nearly 88% chose
the paraphrased version of Michigan's
Definition of Reading, approximately
12% of the later respondents chose
"Other" and 73% selected the
paraphrased Michigan Definition. As
noted earlier, those who selected
"Other" included components of the
original version. One must question
whether the paraphrased ~ersion was

perceived by some to be different from
the original.
16.

Which reading techniques do you
emphasize in the required reading
classes? RANK ORDER YOUR
TOP7.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Basal reader lessons
Comprehension skills
Content reading strategies
(e.g. Study guides, K-W-L,
DR-TA, Question/ Answer
relationships, etc.)
Decoding skills
Integrating of reading into
language arts
Language experience and
dictation activities
Modeling reading/
metacognitive strategies
Phonics
Prior knowledge - Prereading
schema activation
Reading aloud to children
Reading interest/ activity
centers
Reading/Writing activities
SSR (Sustained Silent
Reading)
Structural analysis
Whole language activities,
themes, invented spelling, etc.
Thinking skills
Study /Learning skills
Other(s). Please specify.

This question was so controversial
for some respondents that seven
refused to do the ranking. Comments
included:
-"Really difficult for me to do
because everything is so intertwined."
-"All of these techniques are
valuable in the teaching of reading and
are emphasized in the reading course.
Consequently I find it impossible to

clearly more important than others is
offensive."

rank them in order of importance."
-"I actually do all of these. I
believe that 1-7 ranked incorporate the
others."
-"I find this item absurd - some
choices are sub-parts of other choices
and the idea of ranking as if some are

Nonetheless, most respondents
did comply with our format resulting in
the following value rankings:

TABLE 1
VALUE RANKINGS OF READING TECHNIQUES
Percentage of Respondents Choosing Each Ranking

#2 Rank

#1 Rank

#3 Rank

23.4%

Comprehension
Skills

18.4%

Modeling Reading/ 13.2%
Metacognition

20.8%
10.4%

Prior Knowledge
Whole Language

14.5%
11.8%

Content Reading
Integration of
Reading/LA
#5 Rank

#4 Rank

12.2%
12.2%
10.8%
10.8%

13.2%
11.8%

Reading/Writing
Activities
Thinking Skills

16.0%

Content Reading
Study /Learning
Skills

10.7%
10.7%

12.0%

Modeling
Reading/
Metacognition
Prior Knowledge
Comprehension
Skills
#6 Rank

Integration of
Reading/LA
Whole Language

12.9%

Thinking Skills

10.0%

Content Reading
Reading/Writing
Activities

10.0%
8.6%

Integration of
Reading/LA
Prior Knowledge
Reading Aloud
to Children

#7 Rank

15.3%
12.5%
8.3%

Modeling Reading/Metacognition
Basal Reader Lessons
Content Reading

From these value rankings, it is
evident that faculty who teach required
reading courses consider reading
techniques which are compatible with
the Michigan Reading Definition to be
of greatest value. These teacher
educators emphasize teaching comprehension, prior knowledge, modeling/
metacognition, content reading

strategies, thinking skills, and study/
learning skills. Techniques which are
conducive to teaching within an interactive framework were consistently
selected in the top seven value
rankings. Additional strategies were
whole language, integration of reading
and language arts, and reading/writing
activities.
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Also of note were those techniques consistently NOT selected by
the greatest majority of respondents.
While approximately 13% did choose
Basal Reader Lessons as their seventh in
rank, nearly 86% did not place this
technique in any of their top seven
value rankings. When the levels of
courses taught were examined, only
those who taught ELE or both
ELE / SED courses chose Basal Reader
Lessons. Word attack techniques such
as Decoding, Phonics, and Structural
Analysis were not selected by over 90%
of respondents. This was not surprising
considering the responses to Question
17, in which no one chose a bottom-up
or text-based view of reading.
Of more concern to the researchers were the three techniques
relating to the affective domain which
were not selected in the top seven value
rankings by the majority of
respondents. Only Reading Aloud to
Children was selected by approximately
9% in the sixth position while nearly
62% did not place it in any of the
rankings. Over 90% of the total
respondents who chose to rank the
techniques did not choose Interest/
Activity Centers; nearly 79% did not
select Sustained Silent Reading (SSR).
When examining types of courses
taught, it was discovered that those
who taught only ELE courses ranked
Reading Aloud to Children as their
second choice and SSR as their fourth in
rank. Those teaching both ELE/SED
courses ranked Reading Aloud as third
and did not rank SSR. Faculty members
responsible for teaching only SEO
courses listed Reading Aloud as
seventh in rank and also did not
include SSR. One respondent addressed
affect by adding the following comment
to Question 15 after the paraphrased
Michigan Definition of Reading: "and

develop a life-long habit of reading for
enjoyment/ pleasure as well as for
information." Another added the
following after "Other."
-ATTITUDINAL- Modeling is
important; reading is more than
the sum of its component elements; successful experiences in
reading will create those who can
and do read. I consider these most
important as they provide the
needed foundation for building a
sound approach to the teaching of
reading.

Perhaps others included Reading Aloud
and SSR as part of Modeling/
Metacognition as well.
Further examination of the responses of the three groups teaching
reading courses (ELE, SED, or Both
ELE/SED) revealed that all groups
ranked the following techniques as their
first or second choices: Comprehension
Skills, Prior Knowledge, Modeling, and
Content Reading Strategies. Whereas
those who taught ELE courses and both
ELE/SED courses selected Integration
of Reading/Language Arts and Whole
Language as first or second value
rankings, SED reading faculty did not
include these in their rankings.
Reading/Writing activities were most
important to SED faculty who ranked it
as third, while those teaching both
ELE/SED courses ranked it fourth and
ELE faculty ranked it fifth. Study/
Learning Skills and Thinking Skills
were ranked by SED reading faculty
and those who teach both levels while
ELE reading faculty did not rank these
techniques.
17. Of the following labels and descriptions check ONE that comes
closest to your model/ philosophy
of reading:
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0%

1. Bottom-Up View - Learning
to read is viewed as a series of
associations or skills that
should be reinforced to ensure
automaticity. The parts of
reading (letters, words, ideas,
sentences) are put together to
form a whole.
2.4% 2. Top-Down View -The reader
is viewed as an active problem solver who predicts
what the author is saying,
samples text to either verify
or refute hypotheses, and
continually negotiates or
constructs meaning.
94.0% 3. Interactive View - Reading is
viewed as a process involving
both reader-based (top-down)
and text-based (bottom-up)
processing. Predictions are
based on a combination of
what the text says and what
the reader already knows
about the information.
3.6%
No Response
There was nearly complete consensus supporting reading as an interactive process which meshes with the
New Definition of Reading adopted by
the state of Michigan. As noted earlier,
no respondents subscribed to a wholly
bottom-up or text-based theory of
reading.

2. Diagnostic Reading Scales
3. Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulty
4. Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Test
5. Gates-McKillop-Horowitz
Reading Diagnostic Test
6. Gilmore Oral Reading Test
7. Gray Oral Reading Test
8. Iowa Test of Basic Skills
9. Nelson-Denney Reading Test
10. NewMEAP
11. Stanford Achievement Test
12. Stanford Diagnostic Reading
Test
13. Woodcock Reading Mastery
Test
14. Other(s) Please list.
(See Table 2 on the next page.)
An examination of the value
rankings for formal assessment
measures of reading revealed that over
50% of the 61 respondents who elected
to rank their top recommendations
listed the New MEAP as their first
choice while another 10% chose it as
their second choice. Many respondents
selected "Other" as one of their top five
value rankings. The following are
additional formal assessment measures
which were listed:
•Brigance
• Cracker SKI
•C.T.B.G.
• DRP (Degrees of Reading Power)
•ITBS
• Peabody Picture Vocabulary
•NewPIAT
• Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales
•TOLD

Formal and Informal Assessment
(Questions 18 and 19)

18.

Of the following reading comprehension assessment measures,
rank order the FIVE that you
recommend to students in the
state-mandated reading courses.
FORMAL
(Rank Order the Top Five.)
1.

California Achievement Test

From these selections and different tests chosen at ELE and SED
levels, it appears that besides the New
MEAP, there is no consensus concerning
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TABLE2
VALUE RANKING OF FORMAL ASSESSMENT MEASURES*
Percentage of Respondents Choosing Each Ranking
#1 Rank

50.8%
9.8%
9.8%
(22 did

NewMEAP
Gates-MacGinitie
Other
not rank)

#4 Rank

17.1 %
14.6%
12.2%
12.2%
(42 did

Woodcock
Stanford Diag.
Durrell Analysis
Gates-MacGinitie
not rank)

#2 Rank

14.5%
10.9%
10.9%
(28 did

#3 Rank

16.7%
14.6%
12.5%
(36 did

Woodcock
ITBS
NewMEAP
not rank)

Stanford Diagnostic
Ga tes-MacGinitie
Stanford Achievement
not rank)

#5 Rank

12.1 % Durrell Analysis
12.1 % ITBS
12.1 % Woodcock
(50 did not rank)

*(Please note that 26 did not rank these measures at all. Of those who did participate
in the ranking, some chose to do only their top two m three.)
formal reading assessment measures in
mandated reading courses. The formal
reading tests chosen by those faculty
teaching ELE courses were: I) New
MEAP, 2) Gates-MacGinitie Reading
Test, Woodcock Reading Mastery Test,
or Durrell Analysis of Reading
Difficulties, 3) Durrell Analysis of
Reading Difficulties, 4) Gates-Mac
Ginitie Reading Test or Stanford
Diagnostic Reading Test and 5) Iowa
Test of Basic Skills. Value rankings for
those teaching both ELE/SED required
reading courses were: I) New MEAP, 2)
Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, 3)
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 4 & 5)
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulties.
Those teaching mandated reading
courses at the SED level chose: I) New
MEAP, 2) Diagnostic Reading Scales or
Nelson-Denney, 3) Stanford Achievement Test or Stanford Diagnostic
Reading Test, 4) Woodcock Reading
Mastery Test, and 5) Gates-MacGinitie
Reading Test, New MEAP, or :"7oodcock

Reading Mastery Test.
Another issue which must be
addressed concerns between one-fourth
to over one-half of the respondents who
chose NOT to rank these formal tests.
An examination of their comments lead
to the following observations:
1.

2.
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Seventeen respondents recommended only informal testing of
reading. A sampling of comments
included:
•"None, I stress naturalistic
classroom assessments."
• "I stress informal diagnostic
procedures - including ways to
assess children's attitudes and
metacognitive strategies, really a
portfolio approach."
• "Constructed by teachers because
standardized tests do not measure
reading accuracy."
Ten respondents recommended
that standardized reading tests
NOT be used. A sampling of

3.

comments·include:
•"(MEAP is) the only one I
recommend."
•"I do not recommend; we study
various tests."
• "None recommended."
Six respondents did not rank but
checked some of the tests and/ or
made comments such as the
following concerning ranking:
• "I do not rank - we look at
strengths/ weaknesses and
purposes of each."
• "Rank ordering a group of tests
does not address purpose behind
or particular recommendation
over another. For example, I
would never recommend a group
achievement test if the purpose
were to diagnose reading
problems."
• "Ranking is impossible because
they measure different things."

19.

Of the following reading comprehension assessment measures,
rank order the FIVE that you
recommend to students in the
state-mandated reading courses.

INFORMAL
(Rank Order the Top Five.)
1. Cloze
2. Informal Reading Inventories

(Commercial)
3. Informal Reading Inventories
(Student Constructed)
4. Maze
5. Miscue Analysis
6. Checklists
7. Observation/ Anecdotal
records
8. Questionnaires/Surveys
9. Teacher-made Tests
10. Other(s) Please list.

TABLE 3
VALUE RANKINGS OF INFORMAL ASSESSMENT MEASURES
Percentage of Respondents Choosing Each Ranking
#2 Rank

#1 Rank

28.2%
20.5%

22.8%
Observation/
Anecdotal Records
IRI (Commercial) 20.3%

IRI (Student
Constructed)
(6 did not rank)

17.9%

15.2%

Cloze
Observation/
Anecdotal Records
16.7% Questionnaires
Surveys
(11 did not rank)

Cloze

17.6%

Teacher-made Tests

Observation/
Anecdotal Records
IRI (Commercial)

16.2%

Observation/
Anecdotal Records
Miscue Analysis

(6 did not rank)

#4 Rank

16.7%
16.7%

#3 Rank

#5 Rank

18.8%
17.2%

Cloze
Miscue Analysis

17.2%

Teacher-made Tests

(19 did not rank)
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13.5%

(9 did not rank)

An interesting observation is that
while respondents were reluctant to
rank formal reading assessment
measures, most chose to rank order
informal reading assessment measures.
Based upon comments received under
the formal reading assessment portion
of this section, it appears that professors
who taught mandated reading courses
were much more comfortable with
informal rather than formal measures of
reading assessment. Because informal
reading assessment is supported by an
interactive view of reading and the
Michigan Definition of Reading, this
was not unexpected. Preferences in
informal assessment measures were
more consistent across all groups. Those
informal reading assessment measures
that were chosen most frequently were:
1) Observation/ Anecdotal Records
(portfolio approach), 2) Student
Constructed IRI, 3) Cloze, 4) Commercial IRI, 5) Teacher-made Tests, 6)
Miscue Analysis, and 7) Questionnaires/ Surveys. Informal reading
assessment measures listed under
"Other" were the following:
•Analysis of student work
•Grapho-phonic Inventory
• Listening to readers and
inventorying them
•Mapping
• Modified Cloze
• Reading lessons for diagnostic
purposes regarding comprehension and comprehension
strategies
• Reading Styles Inventory
•Spelling Inventory
• Story Recalls
• Student Para phrase /Writing
•Student Writing Samples
• Ways to merge classroom
assessment with teaching and
learning

What Teaching Techniques are
Frequently Employed by Reading
Teacher Educators? (Question 20)

20.

In your own teaching, which
techniques do you frequently
employ?
(Rank Order the Top Five.)
1. Annotated bibliographies
2. Critiquing reading research
articles
3. Discussion
4. Lecture
5. Microteaching
6. Modeling
7. Practicum experience
8. Projects
9. Research papers/ reports
10. Small groups
11. Student presentations
12. Other(s) Please specify.

(See Table 4 on the next page.)

It is interesting to note that
Modeling ranked highly among all
professors regardless of ELE or SED
background. This result is consistent
with what professors chose as
emphasized reading techniques. It is
safe to surmise that reading professors
do indeed practice what they preach to
students. Also of importance was the
finding that S ED reading faculty did
not rank Lecture in their top five most
frequently employed teaching techniques whereas both ELE and ELE/SED
professors listed this technique in more
than one of their top five rankings.
Discussion was ranked highly by all
three groups (those teaching ELE, SED,
or both ELE/SED courses). Other
preferred teaching techniques were
Practicums or Field Work, Small Group
Work, Projects, Critiquing Reading
Research, and Student Presentations.
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TABLE4
VALUE RANKINGS OF FREQUENTLY EMPLOYED TEACHING TECHNIQUES
Percentage of Respondents Choosing Each Ranking
#1 Rank
29.9%
27.3%
19.5%

Modeling
Lecture
Discussion

(7 did not rank)

#2 Rank
28.9% Discussion
17.1 % Small groups
14.5% Modeling
14.5% Practicum
(7 did not rank)

Discussion
Small groups
Critiquing
Reading Research
13.2% Student
Presentations
(7 did not rank)

20.8%
18.2%
13.0%

Modeling
Small groups
Projects

(7 did not rank)

#5 Rank

#4 Rank
14.5%
14.5%
13.2%

#3 Rank

14.5%
13.2%
10.5%
10.5%

Small groups
Discussion
Critiquing Reading
Articles
Projects

(7 did not rank)

Few reading educators included
Annotated Bibliographies, Microteaching, or Research Papers/Reports.
Other frequently employed techniques included:
• Application of strategies done by
students
•Collaborative groups
•Cooperative learning
• Writing - in class and out of class
- expressive writing in journals
and more formal writing in final
synthesis paper.
Comments provided by respondents included:
• "All of equal importance - will
not rank"
• "Could not separate lecture and
discussion; same for small groups
and student presentations."
• "All of the above in mixture,
really."

•"I would have preferred this
question to have all those listed
and then marked how often I
used them. I use all of them."
Are Additional
Required Reading Courses Necessary
in Either ELE or SEO?
(Questions 21-24)
21.

Should additional state-mandated
reading courses be required at the
ELE level?
41.0% 1. yes
If yes, how many
additional courses?
47.0% 2. no
12.0%
No Response

One possible explanation for lack
of support for additional mandated
classes could be that required elementary certification courses are already too
numerous. Justifying the addition of
more mandated courses could be a

difficult task. In addition, when two
mailout response groups were
examined, a discernable difference was
detected:
1st mailout
Yes
33.3%

2nd mailout
Yes
57.7%

No

No Response

54.4%

12.3%

No

No Response

30.8%

11.5%

22.

Although the majority (47%)
preferred not to require additional
reading courses for elementary
certification, the 29 respondents who
provided comments on the nature of
additional coursework included:
• children's literature/literature
based curriculum (9)
• content reading (6)
• emergent literacy /whole
language (4)
• tests and measurement (3)
• modeling metacognitive
strategies (3)
• practicum experience (3)
• diagnosis (3)
• computer technology (2)
• problem solving/higher levels
of thinking (2)
• reading/writing activities (2)
• language arts (2)
• implications from the
redefinition of reading; dyslexia;
teaching writing to learn;
evaluation of standardized tests
and alternative informal
assessments

While one can only speculate
upon the difference between mailou t
groups, perhaps there is preference for
staff development that the first group
might have based upon their higher
level of participation in MRA/MOE
State of Reading Conferences, MRA
membership, and their own level of
inservice presentations. There was also
difference between response patterns of
those who teach ELE, SEO, or both
ELE/SEO mandated reading courses.
ELE

Yes

No

No Response

57.1%

40.0%

2.9%

Yes

No

No Response

25.0%

33.3%

41.7%

Yes

No

No Response

33.3%

60.0%

6.7%

If yes, what concepts/ elements
should these courses contain?

SEO

ELE/SED

The larger percentage of SEO
non-response could perhaps be
explained by uncertainty of elementary
curriculum needs. Survey comments
would support this conclusion. The
major difference here was between
those who only taught ELE courses and
those who taught both ELE/SEO
mandated classes. Perhaps those who
teach at both levels feel inequity
requiring two elementary level courses
while only one course is required at the
secondary level.

23.

Should additional statemandated reading courses be
required at the SEO level?
38.6% 1. yes
If yes, how many
additional courses?
39.8% 2. no
21.7%
No Response

Again the reading professoriate
chose not to require additional reading
courses al though the percentages
demonstrated a much closer margin of
consensus than in the previous
question. Perhaps those respondents
who did not support additional hours
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at the SED level again felt that it would
be difficult to support additional
requirements for certification at the
secondary level as well. Two comments
were especially intriguing:
• "No, Definitely Not! Requiring
specific courses does not
necessarily improve teacher
quality. We need well-balanced
professionals who understand
both content and teaching
strategies."
• "The item re: SED courses being
added was checked NO.
However, I do believe additional
courses would be helpful/
valuable BUT there needs to be
some efforts directed to the
responsibility of the CONTENT
area teacher. Unless these
individuals are held accountable
for the reading needs of students
within their content, the courses
may be taken but no REAL
changes will occur in the
classroom (which, hopefully
would be the reason for
mandating additional course
work in reading)."
One possible reason for the larger
non-response rate is that the majority of
reading professors are teaching
prospective elementary teachers and, as
a result, may not be comfortable with
what would be beneficial for
prospective secondary teachers.
1st mailout
Yes
36.8%
2nd mailout
Yes
42.3%

No
42.1%

No Response
21.1%

No
34.6%

No Response
23.1%

same, those wanting additional
secondary reading courses was
considerably higher in the second
mailout group. One can only speculate
on contributing variables, but perhaps
the same rationale proffered before can
be applied. In addition, the three
groups of professors (ELE, SED, Both
ELE/SED) responded thusly:
ELE

Yes
34.3%

No
25.7%

No Response
40.0%

No
50.0%

No Response

No
53.3%

No Response
6.7%

SEO

Yes
50.0%
ELE/SED

Yes
40.0%

As was the case with the ELE
additional course issue, those not
directly responsible for teaching the
level in question chose not to respond
to this question. There is no consensus
to support adding a second required
reading course for secondary certification.
24. If yes, what concepts/ elements
should these courses contain?
Although the majority of
respondents (39.8%), did not feel that an
additional reading course should be
required for secondary certification, the
26 who provided written comments
included these suggestions:
•more content reading (7)
•thinking skills (5)
•adolescent literature (4)
•reading/writing connection (3)
•motivating reluctant readers (3)
• remedial reading (2)
• literature related to content
areas; study skills; computer
technology; informal assessment;

While the percentage of nonresponse remained approximately the
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learning styles and corresponding
teaching strategies; metacognition; practicum.
CONCLUSIONS

From quantitative and qualitative
data, the following conclusions seem
warranted:
•The vast majority of Michigan's
reading professors who teach mandated
reading courses are female, junior
professors, who have reading as their
area of specialization.
• Most reading professors teach
elementary reading courses or both
elementary and secondary reading
courses.
• Most reading faculty have
taught higher education reading
courses for less than 10 years with
approximately half teaching for five
years or less.
•Michigan's reading professoriate
manifests a high percentage of affiliation in reading organizations, and
most have attended State of Reading
Conferences.
• The bulk of Michigan's reading
educators hold a personal definition of
reading that is consistent with the
adopted definition of reading in the
state of Michigan.
•The overwhelming majority of
professors who teach mandated reading
courses in Michigan view reading as an
interactive process while virtually none
profess a bottom-up or text-based view.
• Those who teach elementary
courses place reading for enjoyment as
a high priority along with reading for
informational purposes.
• Modeling, comprehension, prior
knowledge, and content reading
strategies were consistently stressed at
all instructional levels.
• Whole language and integration

of reading/language arts were stressed
by those teaching only elementary
courses as well as those teaching both
elementary/ secondary courses.
•Reading/ writing activities,
study /learning skills and thinking
skills were stressed more by those
teaching both elementary/ secondary
courses and those responsible solely for
secondary courses.
•Michigan's reading professoriate
does not recommend most formal
reading assessment measures during
required reading courses other than to
possibly examine strengths/weaknesses
and purposes for each.
• The majority of Michigan's
reading educators present information
concerning the New MEAP test.
•Consensus is lacking as to which
other formal reading assessment
measures should be examined or
recommended.
•The informal reading assessment
measures preferred by the majority in
all groups were Observation/ Anecdotal
records (portfolio approach) student
constructed IRI, Cloze, Commercial IRI,
Teacher-made tests, Miscue Analysis,
and Questionnaires/ Surveys.
•Michigan's reading professoriate
employs teaching techniques which are
conducive to an interactive view of
reading and the Michigan Definition.
Examples are: modeling, discussion
practicums, small group work, and
lecture.
•The majority of Michigan's
reading professors do not feel
additional hours in reading should be
mandated at either the elementary or
secondary level.
IMPLICATIONS

From the data presented and
conclusions drawn, these implications
are suggested:
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•Michigan's reading professoriate
is current in reading theory and current
practices suggested by research.
•Michigan's reading professoriate
provides know ledge concerning the
Michigan Definition of Reading and
reading practices consistent with an
interactive view of reading to prospective teachers during mandated
reading courses.
•Michigan's reading professoria te
supports the efforts of MRA/MDE in
providing both preservice and inservice
teachers with the techniques necessary
to teach reading in our elementary and
secondary schools to provide a literate
future for Michigan.
•Michigan's reading professoriate
models recent instructional research by
employing these techniques in their
own teaching.
• Many of Michigan's reading
professors are not only capable of
providing inservice/ staff development
in Michigan's Definition of Reading and
New MEAP but have already been
involved.
• Mandating more required hours
in reading at either the elementary or
secondary levels is not considered a
feasible means of providing more
reading know ledge to Michigan's
prospective preservice teachers.

mine how much emphasis is being
placed upon formal and informal
reading assessment.
• Survey public schools to
determine the effect of New MEAP.
• Survey members of com pensatory education programs to determine
effects of Michigan's Definition of
Reading upon their programs and
practices.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH

• Research at a regional and
national level to ascertain views and
practices of the reading professoriate in
a larger sample.
• Research how well teachers have
conceptualized and applied Michigan's
Definition of Reading.
•Survey prospective teachers to
discover their perceptions of current
reading theory and practice.
• Survey public schools to deter-
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